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There is little doubt that 2020 was an extraordinary
year. Ontarians were forced to adapt quickly to a new
reality as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. As much
as possible, people worked, learned and stayed safe at
from home reality, working with complainants and
Hydro One virtually, with success.

the sentiment in the province. Complaints regarding
electricity support programs and the cost of electricity
were common. As a result of staying at home,
electricity use increased, and households often saw a
corresponding increase to their electricity bill. At the
challenges associated with the pandemic, even while
the government held the price of electricity at a
standard rate and Hydro One suspended residential
disconnections and collection activities. Since
electricity prices are set by the Ontario Energy Board
prices that Hydro One customers pay. However, the
feedback we received from customers in this area was
shared with the Hydro One leadership team who, in
turn, advocated for the rate relief that was eventually
rolled out to all Ontarians.

The critical role electricity plays in our day-to-day
lives was never more evident than during this past
power outage and power quality complaints, as more
people were home to experience the electricity issues
initial days of the pandemic, there were some delays in
how to work safely for the protection of employees,
customers and communities. The volume of complaints
about delay gradually decreased as Hydro One became
more adept at working under new conditions.
challenging the company to be better and to do better,
while understanding that during these extraordinary
times resources were reallocated to ensure the safe
we continue to engage, ask questions and to ensure
to have a strong collaborative relationship with Hydro
One and as a result are able to work informally and
effectively to improve the company.
my team and I are unwavering in our commitment
to bring positive change to the company. There is
still work to do and we look forward to what we can
accomplish together in 2021.
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the public.

Our Values
Independence

Hydro One and report directly to the Board of Directors through its
Governance and Regulatory Committee. All services are free and
team of investigators who manage the complaint process from intake to
resolution. Our work is guided by our mandate and by our values.

Mandate
To facilitate resolution of complaints

handling process.
(Reference: Section 1, Mandate of the
Ombudsman, October 2015)
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Impartiality
Confidentiality

the complaint, the person or group is marginalized or vulnerable, or it is just the right thing to do.

RECEIVE

ASSESS

Is the complaint premature
or outside of mandate?

YES

REVIEW

Is the complaint clear and the

YES
YES

•
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complaints through our early resolution process by engaging in informal discussions and

If a complaint is more complex or involves systemic issues, we conduct an investigation. At the conclusion
of an early resolution matter or an investigation
recommendations on how to resolve the issue.
If a complaint is premature or falls outside our mandate, we do our best to give the complainant the support and
advice they need to move forward with their complaint and refer them to the appropriate department within
Hydro One or to the right external organization.
information submissions
the Board of Directors.

2020 CASE TYPE
PERCENTAGES

Support and Advice 77%
Early Resolution 9%
Information Submission 8.5%
Investigation 5.5%
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61%

702

32%
7%
OTHER

93%

5%
2%

100%

OTHER

99.9%

99.4%
•
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The increase in complaints can be attributed to a number of factors: ongoing concerns about the general affordability
greater impact that Hydro One’s actions had on people’s lives as they were forced to stay at home because of the

accompanying the onset of the pandemic, as well as a general return to “business as usual” as Hydro One
adapted its processes to allow it to get work done while keeping employees and the public safe.

702 2 0 2 0

2019

223
170

170

203

114

CUSTOMER CARE

142

84

94

79
88

24
OTHER

16
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32

567

“I applaud Hydro for listening to my concern and
the type of complaint resolution response it took
me so long to get in the past. These are welcome

Breakdown of
postal code of the property associated with the complaint.
Postal codes were collected for 95.5% of complaints handled in 2020. Despite the fact that Hydro One does
not generally provide distribution services directly to customers in the GTA, we still receive complaints from
individuals in this area, primarily about the clearing of trees and other vegetation from Hydro One’s transmission
corridors.

33%

26.5%

East

Central

26.5%

14%

Southwest

12%
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of its subsidiaries.
In 2020, we received 149 complaints that were outside of our jurisdiction, representing 21% of the overall
support and advice to those individuals on how to pursue their complaints further.

Electricity prices are set by
the Ontario Energy Board

These charges go through a
regulatory approval process at the

Electricity support programs like

changed once set

Ontario Energy Board

We cannot address
complaints about other
Distribution Companies

employees are handled by

•
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high numbers speak more to the breadth of the category than to any emerging systemic trends. The increases this
year were primarily driven by a higher number of power quality & outages and connection complaints.

trends in these complaints. Instead, with many Ontarians facing restrictions on where they could go and who
with limited options to minimize the impacts.

will result in a more streamlined process for customers, greater transparency, and improved consistency in the
design and pricing of new connections.

FIELD OPERATIONS 2020 PERCENTAGES

31%
Outages
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21%

15%

14%

13%

Connection

Forestry

Field Work

Real Estate

6%

CASE STUDY

increase in garbage in the area, Mrs. J contacted Hydro One
garbage from the area.
Access to this particular ROW is restricted to Hydro One staff
and contractors. Members of the public are not permitted to

risk, Hydro One committed to increasing garbage collection

that Mrs. J could collect garbage on the ROW because of the
safety concerns this would pose. Hydro One had committed to

appeared to be reasonable.

NUMBER OF FIELD OPERATIONS COMPLAINTS
2020

2019

69
48
40
Outages

32

30

32

Connection

Forestry

30

29
15

26

27

Field Work

Real Estate

•
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Billing and metering complaints saw the greatest increase of any complaint category in 2020, with an overall
no trends pointing towards larger systemic issues. Meter accuracy complaints were largely from customers
experiencing high-bill situations related more to general affordability than with any meter problems. As customers
progressed.

received after Hydro One had discontinued its fax channel, leaving customers with limited avenues to contact
alternative method for the public to contact Hydro One in writing and to ensure that this process was properly
communicated.

BILLING AND METERING
2020 PERCENTAGES

NUMBER OF BILLING AND METERING COMPLAINTS
2020

40%
Account

40%
Billing

81

2019

80

35

17%
Meter Accuracy

3%

33

22

Meter Reading
Account

12 •

47
Billing

Meter
Accuracy

12
Meter
Reading

7

CASE STUDY

Mr. A purchased a new property in 2013. Due to an error by the company in setting up the new account, the main meter at the
billed for the power that was actually being used. When Hydro One realized the error, Mr. A was told that he needed to set up
the new account. Mr. A did not do this for another year.
Although Hydro One did not charge Mr. A for any of the electricity consumed between 2013 and when the billing issue was

Retail Settlement Code, the Ontario

been professional, friendly and customer focused to

•
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Complaints about customer care increased by 69% in 2020, almost three times the rate of complaints overall.
Increases in the categories of customer care, customer centres and support programs, together accounted for the
net total increases observed in this category.
Many of the customer service based complaints we received were situational and the result of a small number of

including the Ontario Electricity Support Program (OESP) and the Low-income Energy Assistance Program

Rather, we focused our attention on ensuring that Hydro One had not erred in its administration of these third
party programs.

CUSTOMER CARE 2020 PERCENTAGES

32%

14 •

17%

14%

13%

Damage Claims

Customer Care

Customer Service

10%

7%

6%

1%

Communications

Employee Behaviour

Conservation

CASE STUDY

notices about upcoming planned outages in French. Despite being
told by the company that it would do so, Ms. O continued to only
help.

gaps in the manual process, and we found that human error had
resulted in the failure of the French planned outages notices being

repeated.

NUMBER OF CUSTOMER CARE COMPLAINTS
2020

46
15
Support

2019

24
23

20

Damage
Claims

Customer
Care

18
2 11
Customer
Service

14
9

11
9

Communications Employee
Behaviour

8
6

9

Conservation

Revenue

•
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amount.
The remaining complaints largely dealt with residential customers concerned with their delivery costs as
compared to their usage, or those who believed they should not be charged as seasonal customers. As Hydro
One works to implement the Ontario Energy Board’s seasonal rate class order, we expect that complaint volumes
about both rate class and delivery charges will continue into 2021.

PRICES, RATES AND FEES 2020 PERCENTAGES

59%

21%

14%

Delivery

Rate Class

5%
Misc. Fees

1%
Retailers

NUMBER OF PRICES, RATES AND FEES COMPLAINTS

20

2020

2019

“The time spent
on this was

55
51
16
Electricity

Delivery

appreciated and

13
10
Rate Class

5

Mandatory
Fees
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2

1
Retailers

0

CASE STUDY

wanting to know if this fee could be eliminated or reduced.

electricity used.

is based on actual meter readings.

•
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Acknowledging that exceptional times necessitate exceptional responses, the provincial government, the Ontario
pressures faced by many households after the arrival of COVID-19. Hydro One also made the decision to pause
almost all collection activities. Complaints received in this category decreased by 73% in 2020, with the focus
instead being on helping customers get through these unprecedented times.

COLLECTION ACTIVITIES 2020 PERCENTAGES

22

NUMBER OF COLLECTION
ACTIVITIES COMPLAINTS

2020

92%
Collections

8%

2019

2

55
33

Disconnections
Collections

Disconnections

what we are going through she certainly had empathy for
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CASE STUDY

need to pay back the full arrears immediately.

plan going forward.

“I feel like the person I spoke with clearly understood

•
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working relationship with Hydro One.
from complainants and what we discover during our investigations allows us to provide reasonable, practical
Recommendations can stem from individual complaints, or from broader trends observed.

accepted by the company. Examples of these recommendations include:
• Review of the criteria used by the company to proactively enroll customers in its e-billing program
• Establish a process to allow the public to continue communicating with Hydro One in writing, after its fax
channel was discontinued, and ensuring this information was available on the company website
• Improve the usefulness and transparency of Hydro One’s Online Fuel Switching Calculator, ensuring the
electricity rates are continually up-to-date and consider additional functionality for customers
outages in their preferred language, as is already the case with English-speaking customers
• Prioritization of tree clearing and other vegetation management on lines where customers were experiencing
an unreasonably high number of power outages
• Ensure customers were properly invoiced for labour and material costs arising out of customer-requested
work such as new power connections, upgrades, and line expansions
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HydroOneOmbudsman.com
Ombudsman@HydroOne.com

TTY
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HydroOneOmbudsman.com

